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Our Story
Why deprive yourself … 
Enjoy the DiPrato’s Experience
DiPrato’s Delicatessen opened May 2004, and, today, DiPrato’s experience affords patrons a rewarding escape from the ordinary fare. The reward? Delectable food, beautiful décor, and a beguiling balance: friendly service and a pleasant, neighborly feeling. 


                    Read more                                           about us





Catering
Let us cater
 your next event
Having a party? We can cater! We will be happy to help you and make your event memorable!


                    Catering                                      







Order Online
Pick Up Your Favorite Food
Don't feel like cooking today? We got you covered - order now!
Ubereats
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Specials
$12.99. Southern Panzanella Salad - sliced roma tomatoes, cucumbers,  bell peppers, onions, cubed cheddar  cheese, fried okra, & black eyed peas served over toasted cornbread tossed in balsamic vinaigrette 
10:00 AM - 04:00 PM


              ALL SPECIALS              
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Reviews
review by - Yelp

                  Sue C:
                  


Delicious Sunday brunch! Food was fresh and very tasty. Service was the best I've had in awhile. Very attentive staff. Definitely recommend the Eggs Charleston! Even the coffee was delicious, and constantly refilled...



review by - Yelp

                  Jaribel T:
                  


Ugh, so good! Absolutely no complaints. I have dreamed of having their pita and pimento cheese again since I graduated almost 10 years ago. I was so happy to be back in town so I could have them once again...



review by - Yelp

                  Preslee B:
                  


Great food & great service ! The staff are always kind when you come in. They did a great job at spacing tables out for COVID precautions and you also had the option of eating outside. The food is amazing and the price point is great!



review by - Yelp

                  Clancy C:
                  


A nice deli experience for the south! My boyfriend had the triple decker pastrami and I had the Sante Fe Turkey. Both were delicious as well as the sides. Very clean and quiet around 2pm. They had indoor and outdoor seating...



review by - Yelp

                  Pamela M:
                  


The food is delicious here. The sandwiches, the salads and mostly the Sunday brunch! Wow. Huevos Rancheros , Eggs Benedict, Monte Cristo...yes please! Get there early on Sunday or there will be a long wait. That's how you know it's really good!
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Location

 342 Pickens Street
Columbia, SC
29205


Hours

We will be OPEN on Easter Sunday, 3/31.

Hours:
Tuesday - Sunday
10am - 4pm

Brunch Hours:
Saturday and Sunday 10am - 2pm


Find us on...

Facebook pageInstagram pageTwitter pageYelp page

Contact us

(803)-779-0606
hello@savoryselections.com
At this time, we do not accept reservations.
Catering: dipratoscatering@yahoo.com




In support of our amazing Gamecocks, DiPrato’s accepts Carolina Cash from
 UofSC Students!
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


